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Good Friday  2015    John 18: 1 - 19:42 

 

Today we stand silent, mute before the cross with this human figure hanging there. This 

figure, mute himself he hangs before us, gazing upon us as we gaze upon him.  

This is a day that both disturbs and yet keeps open the possibility of Christian faith. They 

are so strangely linked to each other.  

This is not a day when we are given the prospect of a pat happy ending tacked on to the 

end of the story. 

 

Iris Murdoch once sweepingly wrote, “All that consoles is fake.” And I think that we know 

on this day something of what she might have meant. There is no easy consolation to be 

found here today. 

 

Christians agree that the death and resurrection of Jesus is central to our faith. But as 

soon as we break our silence before this dying man to try to understand the ‘how’ and 

‘why’, it becomes difficult. 

 

We hear the scriptures, the Passion narrative, as we have done in this hour. Yet we still do 

hunger to understand more. 

 Rather than turning to theological treatises, many throughout the years have turned to 

the poets to find a language and perspective for deeper meaning.  

A group of 20 of us sought to do just that on the Monday evenings of March. 

We wrestled with the poetry of the Welsh Anglican poet-priest R. S. Thomas as Allison 

Goodlad presents him in her book “Leaving the Reason Torn.”  

 

Like us right now, at the foot of the cross, poem after poem of Thomas finds him kneeling 

in a dark empty church, waiting for a God who refuses to appear or speak. A God who has 

appeared to have vanished, to have disappeared, absent. 
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Critics have often called Thomas the “poet of the hidden God.” And that makes him a 

Good Friday poet. Retired Archbishop Rowan Williams referred to Thomas as “a great 

articulator of uneasy faith.” 

And this is an uneasy day. 

 
“To one kneeling down no word comes,” begins his poem “In a Country Church.” “To one 

kneeling down no word comes,” / “Only the wind’s song,…/ Or the dry whisper of unseen 

wings, / bats not angels, in the high nave roof,” he writes. 

A powerful image of silence! 

 

And in his poem titled “In Church,” R. S. Thomas sees the stone church walls as “the hard 

ribs / Of a body that our prayers have failed to animate,” and asks: “Is this where God 

hides / From my searching?” 

 

This is not a confession of despair. But he does speak for many on this Day.  

In our heart of hearts, we are holding together both the absence and presence of God, 

both our faith and our doubt as we gaze on the cross. 

To do so is not an attack on what the Church has confessed throughout the centuries. Not 

a railing against church theology. 

 

It is a deeply human and therefore a theological insight. Before this cross we realize once 

again that we are asked to let the old tired certainties and questions die, so that we can 

come to the place of faith where wonder can once again enter our hearts. 

So many of the Christian mystics over the years past, so many 

of the great 20th century thinkers about God were saying the same thing as this poet was 

saying.  
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Saying that even in his absence or hiddenness, or even because of his hiddenness on this 

day, God in Christ is yet affirming his continuing presence. Though seemingly mute, yet 

God is speaking. 

 

God refusing to be domesticated into a cozy feeling, or some consoling projection of our 

convenient imagination. 

 

God existing eternally beyond the horizon of our reach, beyond the grasp of our minds 

and our language. 

 

God having created the world as an act of self-emptying, remaining hidden from a 

creation that waits longingly for reconnection with the source of its meaning. 

It is so easy for us to cast God in the image and likeness of our own desires and hopes. 

But this day we are wary of that. For we are too aware of the limits of human language, 

knowing that our words, human words, cannot contain the Living God, most especially 

when God’s loving essence is nailed to the tree. 

 

For R. S. Thomas, the experience of God’s hiddenness came less from reading theology 

than from serving as an Anglican priest in the stark Welsh countryside, being a young 

rector amongst rough and hardened farmers, from his life experience. 

It was sharing the hard-bitten lives of those he was called to serve as priest and pastor 

that formed he poetic-theological vision. 

 

The people lived an oppressively hard life, struggling mutely to endure the barren land 

and to extract a living. This experience caused R. S. Thomas to wonder where God was in 

this apparently godforsaken place and what he could possibly do as a priest among these 

people. 
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Writing poetry was his way of pondering these questions, and he did that with 

unflinching honesty.  

In his poem “The Empty Church”, God remains hidden even though we have “laid this 

stone trap / for him, enticing him with candles / as though he would come like some 

huge moth, / out of the darkness to beat there---no, he will not come any more.” 

 

Whether we are women and men in a rural Welsh community, endlessly clearing stones 

and rocks from barren fields, or whether we are sitting midday in a middle-size urban 

church in the center of Denver---we come together this day, this Good Friday, to ponder 

this hidden God, this seemingly mute One. To search for God in the shadow that the 

cross casts across these walls and across our hearts. 

 

We cannot escape the awe-filled crucifixion this day. Through the dim of this hour we are 

comprehending ever so slowly that the whole world is bending under the weight of the 

cross---the cross of Jesus. 

 

Here there is a great silence! Today the death of Jesus draws us into a space where, as 

Thomas expressed it, “reason is torn,” where we know God only in fragments, in gaps and 

silences that speak not so much to the head as to the heart. 

 

Hungry in the deepest part of our hearts, we gather before a stripped and barren but holy 

table, knowing that this is the only place of hope where we can bring our hearts. Nothing 

adorns this place except our emptiness. All that is familiar to us here is absent. Our very 

beings groan for reassurance! 

 

The barren Word is spoken; “Behold the wood of the Cross on which hung the salvation 

of the world.” 

This is the word that describes the menu for this day in the great liturgy of the church.  
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The word this day is the harshest of realities: “To one kneeling down no word comes,” / 

“Only the wind’s song,… / Or the dry whisper of unseen wings,..” 

 

Good Friday---this most honest of days.  This most honest of days when we acknowledge 

that the One who came for us…as the Nicene Creed puts it so simply… “For us and for our 

salvation,” has died. 

It is as if God is naked in death before us and before the whole world, overturning our 

judgment of what God is or what we think God should be, emptying out our 

understandings of greatness and of power. 

 

This is the Day when we acknowledge that at the heart of the Gospel is a dark day when 

Jesus is put to death…that it has come to this. We struggle to find the words to articulate 

what our hearts seem to know. 

 

It is true I believe that we are reconciled and blessed by the whole incarnation, the whole 

mystery of God come among us in Jesus of Nazareth. But on this day it is Paul who brings 

it all to a fine point when he proclaims, 

“ I came preaching Christ crucified; yes, Christ nailed to the cross.” 

Thomas writes: 

Now 
In the small hours 
Of belief the one eloquence 
 
To master is that 
Of the bowed head, the bent 
Knee, waiting, as at the end 
 
Of a hard winter 
For one flower to open  
On the mind’s tree of thorns. 
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In this nailed-to-the-cross death we experience the blooming love of God manifest in 

sheer vulnerability.  

Here, where silence in prayer before God is eloquence,  

where the crucifix is the sign and expression of the total vulnerability of Jesus---

outstretched arms, open heart, incorporating the pain of violent lives, forgiving everyone 

and everything.  

And it is called ‘good’ --- such a mysterious and confounding goodness. 

This exceptionally ‘Good’ Friday becomes the central event of our history, for it unveils 

the very nature of God. 

 

Oh yes, I suppose we could just leapfrog from Palm Sunday to Easter Sunday in triumph, 

never dealing with all that depressing, messy and tragic stuff in between. 

 

Just slide right over it, pretending it isn’t there. 

Be silent about the mysterious hiddenness and yet mystical presence of God at the foot of 

the cross, as the earth beneath us splits open… 

And God’s heart breaks for an instant…with the sheer force of Divine love. 

 

In the midst of our ancient, timeless liturgy, the Good Friday liturgy, we are brought to 

our knees… 

Brought to the foot of the cross… 

Still longing to be healed and fed… 

 

And here yet again we feast with the vulnerable, self-emptying crucified One who was 

bruised, broken, and died… 

 

The one who embraces all brokenness and death in every time and place in his wounded 

and outstretched arms. 
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Come to the foot of the cross and share the spare feast of our hidden God on this Good 

Friday. 

 

As good as good will ever be. Amen. 

 

 

 

 

 


